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EMANUEL PLEITEZ REVEALS 7 POINT PACKAGE FOR LA'S FUTURE 
Pleitez kicks off Policy Tour aggressive policy page aimed solving concerns raised by Angelenos 
 

LOS ANGELES – This afternoon, Emanuel Pleitez unveiled his 7 point policy plan to improve Los 
Angeles during his tenure as Mayor. The event, which took place at Los Angeles Trade Technical 
College, served as the kickoff to the policy tour of the city that Pleitez will be conducting between now and 
the March 5

th
 election. 

 

“We hear people say, politics shouldn’t be reserved for folks connected to the establishment, who rehash 
the same old ideas that haven’t worked time and again…Today, and over the next month, I’m going to 
propose solutions to the problems we’ve found in this city. Not the baby steps that our politicians are so 
fond of, but bold ideas that will solve these problems for good, and make L.A. the world-class city you 
deserve”, Pleitez said in his opening remarks to the small crowd. 
 

The solutions Pleitez offered were as follows: 

1. A pension buyout plan that gives workers the option to get their money today and would put the 

city’s budget on a sustainable path; 

2. A plan to invest $1 billion dollars in designated “economic development zones” over the next ten 

years; 

3. A comprehensive education plan with a goal of cutting the high school dropout rate in half by 

making education a family oriented, 24-hour responsibility of the city; 

4. An urban planning and development plan with a goal of halving car usage and commute time; 

5. An energy investment plan aimed at bringing green technology manufacturing to Los Angeles and 

eliminating fossil fuel use in LA’s energy production by 2030; 

6. A plan to double the public safety force by empowering citizens to protect their communities; and 

7. A technological revolution plan for LA, with the creation of team of data scientists to improve the 

use of data and technology across the city. 
 

Pleitez will be releasing more details on each of these solutions every day leading up to the March 5
th
 

election. There will also be events surrounding each individual plan in the coming days. 
 
Pleitez is a former technology executive, with public, private, and non-profit sector experience, and was 
appointed to manage President Obama’s Economic Recovery Advisory Board. Pleitez, an LA native, 
grew up on the eastside and currently lives in El Sereno with his wife, Rebecca.  
 

For full bio, please visit www.pleitezforla.com. 
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